assisting in africa

Senior volunteers her summer to help in third world country

Marjorie Palmer | marjoriepalmerr@gmail.com
“I know she enjoys helping people and
any people have dreams of going to
after this I admire her a ton, like, more than
help the underprivileged countries of
I already do,” Powelson said. “She’s really
the world, but they usually remain just like
independent and really tough. I feel like she
that: dreams. To have the opportunity to
work with African orphans is a pipedream for had no doubts that she could do it.”
Strength and independence were necesmost people, so when senior Nicole Morse
was given it, there was no way that she could sary qualities for their experience. Upon arrival at the Village, the girls went three days
turn it down.
without any clean clothing or personal items;
From July 2 through July 22, Morse
volunteered at the Village of Hope in Ghana:
ably the hardest in her life so far. Despite
a community campus for orphaned
initial trouble, the feelings they had about
preschool to high school aged children. She
the experience were near completely posiwent with Aly Madsen, her best friend, with
no parents or any other companion. Madsen tive. Both girls were overwhelmed with not
had suggested the idea to Morse back in the
the people as well. The kids who lived there
previous winter when she found out about
were very grateful to spend time around the
the child a friend of her father was sponsorgirls. Even after the middle school children
ing there.
took exams, they were still eager to talk with
“We had to convince her parents that we
them. After the school week was over, the
could be respectful there, but it was pretty
easy to get her to go with me,” Madsen said. kids would want to spend time with them,
just talking or watching movies in their
“She was really interested in it.”
homes, even though they didn’t have to.
Morse believed this would be a once in
Everywhere the girls went, they were greeted
a lifetime experience, so deciding to come
with smiles and overall pleasant attitudes.
along wasn’t too hard of a decision. With an
“It was really cool to see how the kids are,
interest in volunteer work and respect for
even if they don’t have the same amenities
other cultures, she felt like that was more
as we do, and they’re just very loving and
than enough of a reason to go. As surprisaccepting,” Morse said. “They were just so
ing as it was for Morse to even be given
happy to see you. But just anybody here
the opportunity, it was possibly even more
wouldn’t greet you like that; in the hallways,
surprising for others to hear she’d taken it.
you try to avoid eye contact and don’t really
When she told senior Chase Powelson that
say ‘hi’ to people, but everyone there was
she would be away in Ghana for 20 days, he
just so friendly and warm.”
thought she was joking.
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Europe
travels
During the summer, Morse also visited numerous countries
and France with her family. Below. she shares a picture and
what she liked about each country.

Spain

France

“I enjoyed being able “I really liked all the
to speak the
farmer’s markets and
language and the
the amazing views.”
shopping”

italy

“I really enjoyed the
food, the Colosseum
and the Tower of
Pisa.”

Attractions

Summer HotSpots

Over the summer, students visited multiple places in Missouri to make memories with their friends and family. They often
posted pictures while visiting these places and inspired other students to visit. These locations ranged from restaurants to
parks and pools. Below are some of the students favorite summer locations.
Junior Kenzie Laurent and Alexis Mueller
stunt with new friends they met at
Fugitive Beach. Fugitive Beach is a former
rock quarry located outside Rolla, Mis-

Bahama Bucks

Busch Stadium

and camping

jumping and sand beaches.

Fugitive Beach

Senior Taylor Kreutz stands and admires
the view at Castlewood State Park.
Castlewood is located in Ballwin, Missouri
near the Meramac River. Castlewood has

Senior Ashley Zurosky takes a picture of
her shaved ice. Zurosky visited Bahama
Bucks with her friends from her work,
Kokomo Joes. Bahama Bucks sells shaved
ice, smoothies and fruit cups.

Seniors Dallas Rives, Paige Klackner, Jake
Kuntz, Allie Bruening, Jadyn Arnold and
Jake Crowly take a picture at Busch
Stadium. They attended the game on
June 3.

Castlewood
state park

(Photos submitted)

Popular Shows

Netflix epidemic
Grey’s Anatomy

Orange is the new black

Gossip Girl

Friends

left: Children from the Village
of Hope take a nap during class.
Morse spent 20 days at the village
in Ghana where she volunteered.
“It was a really great experience
to have,” Morse said. “I hope that I
can go back eventually.”
above: Morse poses for a picture
with some of the students in the
Village of Hope. Morse went on
the trip with her friend Aly Madsen.
Madsen invited Nicole on the trip
last winter. “I really think Nicole
enjoyed herself, I know for a
fact I did,” Madsen said. (Photos
Submitted)

See more

Click this link to read about
junior Lauren Wolosyk’s visit
to Europe this summer:
http://goo.gl/JE2OqA

“I like Grey’s Anatomy
because medical shows
really interest me, and this is
by far the best I’ve seen.”
Kristen Pike, 11

“It’s interesting and a twist
that it’s females instead of
unlike other prison shows.”
Karley McCarthy, 12

“I like how it always keeps
you interested, it makes you
want to keep watching just
to see what’s next.”
Hailey Lanier, 12

“I like it because it shows
the development of their
friendship and how they
stick together no matter
what”
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